Endless research opportunities...

Hull History Centre is a state-of-the-art research facility. It houses the University Archives, City Archives and Local Studies Library.

Our collections span over 1000 years of local, national and international history.

Newly catalogued collections offer unique research opportunities using material which has never been looked at...

...whilst our established collections can shed new light on existing issues.

Particular strengths include the following: literature and drama; politics and pressure groups; maritime themes; landed families and estates; local governance; criminology; and World War II.

Further information...

Address: Hull History Centre, Worship Street, Hull, HU2 8BG
Website: www.hullhistorycentre.org.uk
Email: hullhistorycentre@hcandl.co.uk
Telephone: 01482 317500
Archival collections offer dynamic ways of incorporating research skills development into a wide variety of courses and modules.

In depth knowledge of the collections enables Hull University Archives staff to work closely with module tutors in the selection of archival materials for use in course design and teaching. This collections expertise makes staff well-placed to advise students on the existence of materials during the design stages of a research project. Staff offer workshops to provide undergraduates and postgraduates with opportunities to gain transferable archival research skills. A hands-on approach is taken, which can be tailored to suit a variety of subjects.

**Archives, the Basics (two hours)**
Introduces the concept and process of archival research

The sessions are designed to be incorporated into timetabled teaching hours, and requests for bookings should be made by tutors with as much notice as possible.

We also run masterclasses, which are designed to encourage independent learning of more advanced archival knowledge.

**Sources for Studying... (two hours)**
Introduces Hull History Centre sources on requested subjects

**Archives as Inspiration (one hour)**
Introduces the concept of archives as creative inspiration

**Archival Skills Masterclass (two hours)**
Introduces knowledge needed to work successfully with pre-20th century archives

**Online support...**
Point your students towards our pages at libguides.hull.ac.uk/archives

**Working in partnership...**
Hull University Archives are able to offer partnership working opportunities on a wide range of projects. We are actively seeking to work with subject areas and individual tutors to create formal student internships and volunteering positions.

**Archives as Inspiration**
Document focused exploration of how information recorded in archives can inspire poetry, fiction and script writing

**Intended Audience**
Undergraduates and taught postgraduates requiring an introduction to sources for specific subject areas

Undergraduates requiring a first introduction to archives at the start of their degrees

Undergraduates and taught postgraduates about to embark on a significant research project